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TWO DAYS HANDSON WORKSHOP ON 

“WEB DESIGNING & APPLICATIONS” 

Venue of the workshop: Auditorium & lab                       Number of Persons attending: 190 

 

The Department of Computer Science and Engineering (Emerging Technologies) organized a 

two day Handson workshop on ’WEB DESIGNING & APPLICATION’ on 6
th

 and 7
th

 January 

2022 for the students of Data Science, Cyber Security, Internet of Things. 

 

 

The session started at 9:45am in placement cell 

auditorium.  

Dr. Subash, the Training and Placement 

Coordinator (college-level) took the charge 

and addressed the gathering. He built an energy 

environment in the auditorium with his great 

words which were motivating the students 

towards the workshop. Guided the students 

about the placements and the importance of the 

workshop and gave many insights about 

building a resume and importance of CRT 

sessions, training sessions. 

Dr.M.V Kamal, the HOD of SOCSE3 

continued the session with is great inspirational 

ideas. He explained the importance of training 

session and the workshop which is being 

conducted. He also advised the students to take 

up online certified courses so that it will help 

them to improve their technical knowledge and 

will be a great support to build a resume and 

appreciated the students about their discipline 

and attendance.  

He also shared his vision about the projects 

which would integrate data science, cyber 

security, and internet of things. 

 



 

 

 

Dr. S.Srinivasa Rao, Principal of MRCET attended the workshop along with Prof. T. Venu 

Gopal, Dean of MRCET inspite of their busy schedule they gave time for students and 

encouraged the students to work on their technical interest and brought awareness in the students 

about the present situation going on and warned them to take safety measures about their health.    

Mr. Vinay and Mr. Prasad where the trainees for the workshop it all started when Mr. Prasad 

gave a brief introduction about the web development and application .They mainly focused on 

 HTML 

 CSS 

 BOOT STRAP 

 JAVA SCIPT 

On First day of workshop the session lasted for 5 hours, it covered all the concepts related to 

create a website using HTML, as it was a hands-on session. It was lively and interacting they 

could practice in their personal laptops end of the day, it was a happy evening as all the students 

were satisfied with the workshop. 

 

  



 

 

The Second day of workshop the trainees winded up with CSS, Java Scripts and also covered 

concepts about Boot strap. The session lasted 6 hours the attendance was appreciable. It was a 

very useful and great learning experience for the students and was helpful in building up their 

technical skills and knowledge. With this knowledge of workshop students could now build their 

own webpage. 

 

All the faculty memebers supported each other and monitored the students. It is the First 

Workshop conducted for the students of SOCSE-3. Students were thankful for the management 

for the wonderful learning experience. The workshop was conducted successfully even though it 

was very short fall of time. It was the hard work of HOD, Placement Coordinator, Mr. K. 

Sreekanth and Mrs. V. Suneetha, coordinators for the event and the faculty team which made it 

a huge and remarkable success. 

 

           


